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**Abstract**  
This critical analysis is about the Malay symbolism in found in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork named *Gunung Ledang* that produced in 1978. This research is looking at the Malay symbols which the beauty concept of art that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal was renowned with. The reason of bring up an artwork of Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal as medium analysis to this topic writing because among the group of painter in Malaysia, he had considered as a lead of abstract painter in year 1960an until 1970, which is in lot of his art work had using the symbolism elements, point to metaphor approach and intrinsic meaning (Syed Ahmad Jamal Sempena Malam Anugerah Seni Negara, 1995). The theoretical framework of this analysis is by Edmund Feldman (1993) which is four step structure of criticism consisting of description, analysis, interpretation and judgment. It is hoped that this research would reach out to the public and further provide a bridge linking the public’s understanding with matters related to the visual arts, enlightening the Malay symbolism along with greater appreciation on Malay element of meanings behind an artist’s effort and thus encourage public appreciation and understanding on the concept of beauty within the Malay cultural tradition context on visual arts. Findings from this research are hoped to assist further research or study on the definitive elements of Malaysian heritage. Artwork *Gunung Ledang* produced by Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal possesses high analytical and intrinsic meanings that landmarked a significant contribution to the Malaysian Art history.  
**Keywords:** Malay, Symbolism, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal, Artwork.

**Introduction**  
This critical analysis is about the Malay symbolism found in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork named *Gunung Ledang* that produced in 1978. This research is looking at the Malay symbols which the beauty concept of art that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal was renowned with. The reason of bring up an artwork of Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal as medium analysis to this topic writing because among the group of painter in Malaysia, he had considered as a lead of abstract painter in year 1960an until 1970, which is in lot of his artwork had using the symbolism elements, point to metaphor approach and intrinsic meaning (Syed Ahmad Jamal Sempena Malam Anugerah Seni Negara, 1995).
The selected artwork *Gunung Ledang*, 1978 by Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal as a media to this research will coincide with this critical analysis which is about Malay symbolism. This is because, in book, *Modern Artists of Malaysia*, it was stated that, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal’s most recent endeavours indicate new preoccupations with the questions of cultural identity. His emergence as a serious writer on traditional Malay forms has resulted to expose a publication of the book, *Rupa dan Jiwa* which attempts to expose an indigenous aesthetic in Malay art form (Redza Piyadasa, 1983). Furthermore, in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal work of art also refers to themes from traditional legends and Malay literature as reflected in ‘*Gunung Ledang*’ (Redza Piyadasa and Sabapathy, 1983).


(Siti Zainon Ismail, 1985)

According to the book *Rupa dan Jiwa*, written by Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal, also talked about the aesthetic and appreciation toward the beauty of Malay arts. He stated that,

‘Karya seni itu juga dianggap sebagai objek yang ‘ideal’ pada perasaan pemerhati. Seni membawa sesorang itu dari alam biasa ke alam estetika. Pengalaman itu menyerap dalam pengamatan estetika’.

(Syed Ahmad Jamal, 1992)

Therefore, it shows that the writer had applied the aesthetic philosophy to talk about Malay art form. Justified, it is seen that the selected artwork, *Gunung Ledang*, 1978 by Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal was suitably and will completely answer the problem statement of this analysis.

Looking toward trough *Gunung Ledang*, Datuk Syed Ahamd Jamal was applied the valuable design of symbolism on this artwork. The factor influenced him applied this elements because he had exposed to the flow of Abstract Expressionism while Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal study at England in year 1950, which is feeling at around the world. Abstract Expressionism in visual arts was one of flow which can be defined as the freedom to changes the form and colour for express the mood or emotion. It also explore deeply in worlds of sold and the result had created the powerful and darkness that hunched it.

The characteristic of brushwork was compact and expressive. So it become as medium for reveals an emotion to audients. The effect of that, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal had produced an
artworks using the elements of symbolism until to right now. Furthermore, after 40 years, artwork named Gunung Ledang still can be stand as an artwork which is very valuable and able to draw the amazement among young artists. The recipe that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal used to produce this valuable artwork is absolutely was the element of symbolism.

Findings from this research are hoped to assist further research or study on the definitive elements of Malay heritage. Artwork Gunung Ledang, 1978 produced by Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal possesses high analytical and intrinsic meanings that land-marked a significant contribution to the Malaysian Art history. Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal has single handedly through his works intellectualize and articulated the Malaysian society in a different light and perspective by empowering them with significant meanings found in his artworks. Therefore, the analysis of Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal’s artwork title Gunung Ledang would be heavily based upon the understanding surmised in the former paragraph.

The theoretical framework of this analysis is by Edmund Feldman (1993) which is four step structure of criticism consisting of description, analysis, interpretation and judgment. This research can be defined the meaning behind the Malay symbol on his artwork. These research also can make this analysis to be as medium for encourage public appreciate and understanding the elements of Malay symbolism in visual arts. In the same time to bring up the environment of produce an artwork with have the element of analytic meaning and intrinsic of Malay cultural tradition.

Problem Statement
According to Siti Zainon Ismail on her writing in book named Getaran Jalur and Warna say,

‘Alangkah baiknya jika unsur-unsur simbolik ini benar-benar dapat difahami oleh generasi sekarang, tidak sekadar meniru dari apa yang pernah dihasilkan oleh orang yang terdahulu’.

(Siti Zainon Ismail, 1985)

From, the author’s observation on public in Malaysia especially young generation, they doesn’t understand the element of symbolism in artwork which is apply to bring something an analytical and intrinsic meaning. Furthermore, among the art student’s element of Malay symbolism also had less apply in their artwork. Base on that, by doing this critical analysis of the Malay symbolism in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork title Gunung Ledang, 1978 can solve this problem.

Objectives
The objectives of this critical analysis in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork named Gunung Ledang that produced in 1978 are to assist further research or study on the definitive elements of Malay symbolism. Focus of this study also to identify the elements of symbolism and intrinsic interpretation on the meaning behind the Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork that land-marked a significant contribution to the Malaysian Art history.
Methodology

The theoretical framework of this analysis is by Edmund Feldman (1993) which is four step structure of criticism consisting of description, analysis, interpretation and judgment.

Table 1. Method of Art Criticism – The Critical Process by Edmund Feldman

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The Critical Process by Edmund Feldman</th>
<th>The Critical Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>Description</strong>&lt;br&gt;Naming and describing the facts</td>
<td>Naming what an observer sees is part of the overall process of description.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>Analysis</strong>&lt;br&gt;Analyzing the facts</td>
<td>Dealing with visual evidence. It is an advanced type of description.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Interpretation</strong>&lt;br&gt;Interpreting the evidence</td>
<td>The crucial third stage of art criticism: this is the point at which our search for meaning reaches a climax.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Judgment</strong>&lt;br&gt;Judging the works of art</td>
<td>Final stage of evaluation of criticism is the evaluation of whole works of art. This sort of judging may seem presumptuous or perhaps it is downright foolish.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Analyzing
The Critical Process in *Gunung Ledang* (1978)

**Figure 1. Gunung Ledang* (1978)**

**Description**

*Gunung Ledang* was produced by Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal in year 1978. The size was 213 x 203 cm and the medium that artist used is acrylic and canvas. This artwork was permanent collection of Singapore Art Museum.

**Analysis**

Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal in his mythical *Gunung Ledang*, 1978, owes much to the ideas of Kandinsky and Malevich (Mohamed Ali Abdul Rahman, *Modern Malaysia Art : Manifestation of Malay Form and Content*, 2008). The selected color that applied was a cool color such as blue and green which is dominantly in this artwork. This color is based on natural materials that was reveals the panorama at *Gunung Ledang*. Another color that also applied in this artwork was a black n white. There are also the several of warm color that artist used in order to make this work more esthetic. It was a red and yellow color. Furthermore, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal using the flat space to imagery his ideal in this painting. Because of that, this art works automatically create the illusion of abstract expression towards the image of *Gunung Ledang*.

This artwork applied a geometric shape such triangle and horizontal line which is clearly influence by Abstract Expressionist. The horizontal lines had been arranged from base to the top and to form a big triangle. This big triangle was dominated these painting and it becomes as the focus point. From analysis on this artwork, also find that the symbolism form of triangular which is divided into seven layers of horizontal bands and which reaches upwards from the ground towards the sky. The image of this triangle shapes and the prepetition of horizontal line is as below:

**Figure 2. The founding of big triangle shape**
Interpretation

Based from ancient history, points to the mountain being the site of rich gold deposits, luring traders of Malacca called it ‘KimSua’ meaning the ‘Golden Mountain’. Another source said that the Javanese during the period of the Majapahit empires named the mountain ‘Gunong Ledang’, which means ‘mount from afar’.

Wikipedia Free Encyclopedia on Gunung Ledang

The analysis towards this artworks had look that land of the magical mountain, where the palace of the princess of Ledang Mount was believed to be located is symbolized by a large triangle. Furthermore this art work also base on the folk story which is ‘Puteri Gunung Ledang’ that famously around Malay Culture. An analytical of this legendary story was the mystical behind the narrative which is told the power of loved that Puteri Gunung Ledang to Hang Tuah.

Besides that, the theme of this painting also base on a Malaysian Airliness System (M.A.S) air crash that happened near the village of Tanjung Kupang in state of Johor. Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal creates an iridescent image in which pain, violence, gore and horror have been expunged and sublimated. This air crash happened in year 1978 and the flight was from Penang to Kuala Lumpur. According to T.K.Sabapathy say in his writing stated that, ‘There were no survivors and the cause of the crash has never been completely and satisfactorily established. Among those who died was Datuk Ali Haji Ahmad, who was the Minister of Agriculture at the same time, and a close friend of Syed Ahmad Jamal. The event shocked the entire nation (Syed Ahmad Jamal, A Historical Overview 1954 – 1994, 1994).’
This art painting also applied the esthetic of Islamic Art through the geometric shape which is triangle. It pictures a style which is an identity that depiction the personality and national value, society, culture and religion. The interesting in this art work is the thinking of development which is begin from the below to the top that to interpreted the symbolism of the spirit mount.

In this artwork, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal also express the geometric shape which is triangle to be used as symbolize an energy and prosperity the mountain of Gunung Ledang that also knows as Mount Ophir which is in Johor, Malaysia. There are two size of triangle. One was paint in a big size and dominated in this artwork. Whenever there are also nine small triangles in that compose in the top of this painting. Mohamed Ali Abdul Rahman in book Modern Malaysian Art: Manifestation of Malay Form and Content state that:

‘... Sed Ahmad Jamal in his mythical Gunung Ledang, 1978, owes much to the ideas of Kandinsky and Malevich. The triangles in this painting are derived from symbolical South East Asian Tumpul or Pucuk Rebung (Bamboo Shoots) that always appear in the decorative design of Malay cloth such as songket and Batik’.

(Rahman, 2008)

The manifestation through this artwork is to bring the element of culture heritage base on triangle form which is clearly dominant applied. Refer to Figure 5. is a triangle shape bring the various meaning such as Pucuk Rebung (Bamboo Shoots) and Tumpal that symbolize of fertility. Furthermore the motive of triangles is symbolism as ‘pohon hayat’ and ‘bunga semangat’ represent the manifestation of universe. Base on this element it can be as medium to bring up the traditional Malay heritage to the world. In the same time, it can become an education medium to young generation to know the traditional culture. According to Sabapathy, this work, like nearly all of Syed Ahmad Jamal’s work consciously symbolic. The triangular motif is again an archetypal motif. The cosmopolitan character of Syed Ahmad Jamal’s thinking and outlook has ensured that the search for cultural roots need not become bogged down by sentimentalism and indulgence. Herein, lies his strength as a modern artist (Sabapaty & Piyadasa, 1983).

Figure 5. The founding of symbolic meaning behind a triangle shape
The magical mountain, where the palace of the princess of Ledang Mount was believed to be located is symbolized by a large triangle which is divided into large triangle which reaches upwards from the ground towards the sky. Besides that, the large triangle that metaphor as Gunung Ledang also symbol of the universe is known to many world cultures; it has deep roots in Southeast Asia, appearing at a number of historical periods and in widely belief systems (Sabapathy, 1994).

Furthermore, from analysis on this work, also find that the symbolism shape of triangular which is divided into seven layers of horizontal bands and which reaches upwards from the ground towards the sky was brought the meaning as seven level of sky (tujuh petala langit) that was a essence in Islam religion.

The triangle also consists of seven layers that corresponding to the seven heavenly realms in the Malay account of creation. An interestingly, the seventh realm is to be the abode of the Orang Syurga, or those in a state of bliss of heaven. From interpretation on this art work also reveals, the symbolism shape of triangular which is divided into layers of horizontal bands and which reaches upwards from the ground toward the sky also bring up the meaning of relationship not only among human but with universe and God.

Superimposed on the triangle, towards its base and spanning the breadth of the picture surface, is a belt of searing light; it is a symbolic representation the impossible conditions that Princess of Gunung Ledang set for Sultan Melaka, for her hand in marriage. The impossible condition was a golden bridge for Princess of Gunung Ledang to walk to Melaka from the mountain and a silver bridge for her to return from Malacca to the mountain. There are another five conditions that Puteri Gunung Ledang had request to Sultan Melaka as a gift for their marriage. The conditions were seven jars of virgin’s tears, seven bowls of betel nut juice, seven trays filled with hearts of germs, seven tray filed with hearts of mosquitoes and a bowl of the blood of the Sultan’s young son. All this had combined with intrinsic and analytical approach through the repetition horizontal line in image of the large triangles.

Looking through the nine small triangles that compose in the top of this painting was represent the influence elements of heaven. With this element it had change the physical form of stars to become the small triangles. The nine small triangles had capable of unending variation towards the composition in dynamic quality even as it is intrinsically stable, whether it equilateral or isosceles, it is symmetrical. Therefore, the nine triangles in this painting was brought the ideological exudes of harmony and authority.

The zone of atmospheric light is the only area in the composition in which states of flux are discernible, fragmented, bent and twisted shapes painted in red, the fiery shards that remain of the crash, are the vestigial representations of the horrifying end; they are the only, direct or overt references to the material outcome of event. Above this is the heavenly sphere; a patch of green signifies the burial ground in which the remains of those who perished are interred.
Looking the colours that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal had applied in *Gunung Ledang* as the color based on natural materials which is blue and green. The reason of using this color is because it shows the face of universe. The green color is describes the meaning of base part that represent an earth and the top part which is blue color was the sky. The green and blue color that dominated in this art work was the right choice to showing the element of an earthly and paradise. Besides that, blues and greens dominate the colour spectrum; pigments have been brushed and laid, methodically and evenly; gestural and kinetic inflections have been suppressed in order to avoid sensuous indulgence and optical distraction. Base on interpretation that have been done also find that the blue color was ironic to the element of truth and harmony. While the green color was symbolize the meaning of spacious and also have positive element.

Whenever, the red color was represent the elements blood of victim that died in air crash tragedy. From interpretation also find that the red color was symbols of the relation that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal with his close friend, Datuk Ali Haji Ahmad who died in air crash. Through this colour also symbolize the sad emotion and tears to the people in that accident. The yellow colour in this painting was symbol to the understanding and high sight. The chosen of this color was very suitable with the symbolize meaning of nine small triangular shapes that compose in the top of this art work. In aspect of yellow gold colour that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal applied in this art work was to symbolize to the elements of dignity, pride and peacefulness.

Looking to the white colour that paint in the middle of this artwork was symbolize the air crash splinter and the die spirit. Hear, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal giving the significance of all the die spirit had go to the sky which is compose upon of the large triangle and in the same time symbolize that spirits was to be placed at heaven. Furthermore, from analysis in this artwork also reveals that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal also used the black colour and applied it in several layers of horizontal bands in rows to become a large triangle. The meaning of this colour was represent the negative element which is symbolize the vanished and the lost thing in someone life.

**Judgment**

The manifestation through this art work is to bring the element of culture heritage base on triangle shape which is clearly dominant applied. The triangle shapes bring the various meaning such as *Pucuk Rebung* (Bamboo Shoots) that symbolism of fertility. Furthermore the motive of triangles is symbolism as ‘*pohon hayat*’ and ‘*bunga semangat*’ represent the manifestation of universe. Base on this element it can be as medium to bring up the traditional Malay heritage to the world. In the same time, it can become an education medium to young generation to know the traditional culture. According to Sabapathy, this work, like nearly all of Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal’s work consciously symbolic. The triangular motif is again an archetypal motif. The cosmopolitan character of Datuk yed Ahmad Jamal’s thinking and outlook has ensured that the search for cultural roots need not become bogged down by sentimentalism and indulgence. Herein, lies his strength as a modern artist (Sabapaty & Piyadasa, 1983).

**Finding and Discussion**

The critical analysis towards the elements of symbolism in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork named *Gunung Ledang, 1978* was reveals an intellectualizing, analytical and intrinsic
meaning in order to become as significance theme in his work of art. In this artwork, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal also reveals the different application on way of perceptive and perception ideological thinking in creating his art works that made it such high valuable in expressing the symbolism elements. The findings of this study can be summarized as follows:

**Table 2. Finding and Discussion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>The Symbolism Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Artist Style and Concept</td>
<td>Geometric shape which is triangle was become as trademarks and identity of Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal in producing an artworks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Spirit Mountain of Gunung Ledang</td>
<td>A triangle shape are symbolize an energy and prosperity mountain of Gunung Ledang that also knows as Mount Ophir which is in Johor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3.  | Folk Story and Legendary                     | - The magical mountain, where the palace of princess Ledang Mount who was believed to be located at Gunung Ledang which is symbolized by a large triangle.  
- Base on the folk story which is ‘Puteri Gunung Ledang’ that famously around Malay Culture. An analytical of this legendary story was the mystical behind the narrative which is told the power of loved that Puteri Gunung Ledang to Hang Tuah. |
| 4.  | Malay Cultural Heritage                      | - Bring the element of Malay cultural heritage base on triangle shape which is clearly dominant applied.  
- A triangle shape bring the various meaning such as *Pucuk Rebung* (Bamboo Shoots) and *Tumpal* that symbolize of fertility. The motive of triangles is symbolism as ‘pohon hayat’ and ‘bunga semangat’ represent the manifestation of universe. |
| 5.  | Aircraft Crash Tragedy                       | - Symbolize a Malaysian Airlines System (M.A.S) air crash that happened near the village of Tanjung Kupang in state of Johor. The red colour was represent the elements blood of victim that died in air crash tragedy.  
- Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal creates an iridescent image in which pain, violence, gore and horror have been expunged and
sublimated. This air crash happened in year 1978 and the flight was from Penang to Kuala Lumpur. Among those who died was Datuk Ali Haji Ahmad, who was the Minister of Agriculture at the same time, and a close friend of Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal.

| 6. Elements of Islamic Art | - Applied the esthetic of Islamic Art through the geometric shape which is triangle. It pictures a style which is an identity that depiction the personality and national value, society, culture and religion.
- Seven layers of horizontal bands and which reaches upwards from the ground towards the sky was brought the meaning as seven level of sky *(tujuh petala langit)* that was a essence in Islam religion.
- The symbolism shape of triangular which is divided into layers of horizontal bands and which reaches upwards from the ground toward the sky also bring up the meaning of relationship not only among human but with universe and God.
- The repetition and stylization shape of triangle and horizontal line was the element in Eastern Art. |
| 7. Positive Elements | - The green color is describes the meaning of base part that represent an earth symbolize the meaning of spacious and also have positive element.
- The yellow gold colour that Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal applied in this art work was to symbolize to the elements of dignity, pride and peacefulness. |
| 8. Negative Elements | The black colour that applied in several layers of horizontal bands in rows to become a large triangle which represent the meaning of the negative element that symbolize the vanished and the lost thing in someone life. |

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the all element of symbolism had been apply in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork title *Gunung Ledang*, 1978 with analytical and intrinsic meaning. From this context, Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal want to bring the society to think with intellectualizing in way to translation the significant meaning in his artwork. Besides that, from this research also find that
in Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal artwork had apply many elements of Malay symbolism which is included from the side of shape, colour, composition, space and line. This element had been present with harmonies arrangement and made it such high valuable. So, unsurprised if this artwork had become as permanent collection of Singapore Art Museum, in order as references to young artist and society although in local or over sea. Furthermore, the application of the element of Malay symbolism, made the Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal work of art had bring up not only the Malay cultural tradition but also the values or religion position in Islam. It clearly, with using the geometric shape which is non naturalism or realism form that emphasized through repetition and stylization that was the element in Eastern Art. What the expectations through this artwork Gunung Ledang, 1978 by painter Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal must to take as an example to young artists. It because, in way of application the Malay symbolism, that artist used as style and concept in creating the artworks.
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